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In checking concerning program implementation taking of poorness (P2Kp), researcher of approach using qualitative and research of Descriptive type, Location Research is place where researcher can catch phenomenon to check and which must be selected by relevant carefully so that with a purpose to research. In conducting this research, researcher choose Countryside of Tlogomas, District Of Lowokwaru, Malang Town as research location. As for researcher reason choose the location, because pursuant to survey early researcher In District of enough Tlogamas succeed in running the program. This matter of researcher can see from fund stream of beguiler the fluentness, in mean next to nothing payment of credit of KSM which stuck every Month of him.

Pursuant to conducted by research result sub-District Of Tlogomas, District Of Lowokwaru, Malang Town, referring to program implementation prevent of poorness (P2Kp), BKM have borne some programs In general activity can be executed without constraint meaning to remember fund plafoon have made available, activity plan and division of duty have been made and executed and all sides.

As for resistances which in Implementation Program of Prevent Poorness of Urban, namely, Some Self-Supporting Groups of Society (KSM) finding difficulties and or incapable of refunding which have been borrowed from fund of beguiler.

According to perception which was researcher conduct, hence there are some researcher suggestions, Process development the conducted shall be conducted by proportional.

Development of human resource assessed by very important to make more condition either in a period of to come, and also optimalisation role of facilitator in course of adjacent to all Self-Supporting Group of Society (KSM), so that earn smaller all ugly possibility which possibly will happened.